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Hawaii: Oahu, Ulupo Heiau State Historic Park Hike Ancient Sites Oahu and Nature Maui – Image by Lee Fosterby Lee FosterWhenever the path to insight open up for travelers at a major destination, such as Hawaii, there is much to celebrate. For Hawaii, guidebooks for ancient historical sites on Oahu and Maui's excellent naturalist hiking program are
treasures. An Ancient Site in OahuWhen artist Van James moved to Oahu, he gradually became enamored with a silent, flat stone platform, called heiau, which is the site of an ancient ceremony on the island. At the same time, the Bishop's Museum, one of honolulu's major cultural powers, sees the need to produce guidebooks to Hawaiian ancient sites for
visitors. This convergence of energy resulted in the Ancient Site of Oahu: A guide to Hawaii's Archaeological Attractions, written by Van James, photographed by Michael Weidenback, and published by the Bishop Museum Press.With excellent maps, photographs, and explanatory text, this book offers an excellent reason to drive a day in a rental car around
Oahu, starting with an ancient site right on Waikiki Beach and continuing all the way to the north side of the island. With this book it is easy to find five main types of ancient sites. Heiau is a temple or temple, consisting of a flat stone platform with thatched buildings on it. The straw structure is now gone, of course. Pohaku are sacred stones, large, felt filled
with special spirits. Petroglyphs record various images from ancient times. Caves and stone shelters are used as living spaces and as burial sites, with bones often minged with wooden canoes. Fishponds are large fish storage pens where the bounty of the sea in this unpretentious climate can be stored. Some of the highlights of my field exploration with
books, hiking and driving, are: *The Wizard Stones in Waikiki. These are some of the boulders, right on Waikiki beach, whose position and angle suggest to native Hawaiians that a special spiritual presence is here. Archaeologists continue to push back estimates of the first arrival date in Hawaii from the South Pacific. The Third Century is now an
approximate time.*The Pali Lookout. This is where King Kamehameha, who united Hawaii, decisively defeated the Oahu warriors, pushing the remaining soldiers over a 600-foot cliff in a climactic battle. Whether defeated soldiers voluntarily jump, rather than suffer capture, is the question. During the excavation of the road beneath lookout, more than 800
skulls were excavated.*The Heeia Fishponds. This is an excellent example of large fishponds, some still operating in the late 1950s. In this enclosure Hawaii keeps sea fish, preserving the live supply of ready meals. More than 100 large fishponds have been identified in Puuomahuka Heiau. The largest shrine on Oahu overlooks Bay and offers stunning
views of the big breaker. Without the book, very few visitors would have come to the site, although some Native Hawaiians continue to worship here, as evidenced by fruit offerings or leaf-wrapped prayer stones. It is also a place of human sacrifice.*Hale O Lono Heiau restored in Waimea Falls Park. This heiau is a must visit as it is restored, complete with
thatched structure. You can see spirit houses, drum houses, fortune teller towers, and wooden drawings of gods, in this case Lono, the god of agriculture.*Kukaniloko maternity site. Located in what is now a pineapple-growing area in the highlands, this ancient site is considered to be a profitable place to give birth. Women of the ali'i or elite class are brought
here to give birth, convincing a favorable future for their offspring. The head born here will be the divine head, the burning fire, he said. The book can be pre-ordered from the Amazon or purchased in Hawaii at the Bishop Museum.Van James has made visitors to Hawaii a favor by collecting this important information on ancient sites in clear volume,
providing an interesting reason for a day trip around Oahu.Naturalist-Led Hikes on MauiLong before ecotourism is a key word on the journey, naturalist/philosopher Ken Schmitt guides pedestrians around his beloved Maui, immersing them in meditations on geology, flora, and fauna. Ken started in 1983, and his guiding vision developed today at the Maui
Hike Company. See their website on for all details. Many types of hikes are presented, from more accessible rainforest walks to tight mountain tracks. Private meetings with skilled guides are emphasized on the website. During my visit, I hiked the mountain, a half day trip on the north side of the Waihee River. This hike was a 4.5 mile round trip, after a 30-
minute drive from our meeting place. We climbed to see panoramic views of the coastline and the 3,000-foot-high Waihee Canyon. Our experience includes high waterfalls, lots of wildflowers and fruits, forests, birds, and lots of lush vegetation, both native and exotic. The altitude changes to 1,500 feet each way, so Ken describes this hike as quite heavy.
Other scheduled hikes may emphasize waterfalls, Hana Beach, exotic forests (dense forests of giant trees in fog-filled canyons), Haleakala Crater, coastline, and snorkeling and hiking walks. See the website for the current pattern of incress that is growing. Spending a few hours with Ken is immersion in the natural beauty and joy of life, described by a man
who delights in the relationship and relationship between volcanic geological bases and all the life forms that then appear there. The current set of guidelines continues this tradition. Hawaii: Oahu, Ulupo HeiauHere State Historic Park are some of Ken's unforgettable observations:*Forgotten beauty:*Beauty Hawaiian. This language doesn't just sound
sensuous, with its heavy emphasis on melodic vocals. The sentiment behind the word is also beautiful, indicating a close relationship with nature. Haleakala Crater in Maui means, usually, the home of the sun. The western Maui volcano we climbed towards translated as a mountain of sun-gray breath. * Hawaiian mountains are actually the tallest on the
planet because the mountains start at an altitude of 18,000 feet below sea level. As a shield volcano, with a distinctive squat profile, hawaiian mountains, including their part below sea level, are also very large. Mauna Loa on the Big Island is huge.*No plants in Hawaii are poisonous to the touch. The archipelago boasts one of the most benign environments
on the planet, in part because plants don't need to evolve to escape the mammals that eat them. A large number of Hawaiian plants are edible. Under Ken's cautious direction, we ate on wild swords and fiddlenecks.*Hawaii has about 3,000 species of native plants brought here by the wind, by floating on water, or by seeds excreted from birds. Hawaii is one
of the most isolated environments on the planet, with nearby islands more than 1,000 miles away. Hawaiian bird life is also diverse. Ken can identify every bird call, such as a Japanese bush warbler.*The humpback whale that breached Maui beach in February is believed to have broken in part to slap their skin-encruthed eggplant. That's the insight Ken
Schmitt gave. If you want to make future trips to Hawaii more meaningful, consider looking at Van James's book and engaging the Hike Maui Company service for hiking. Both expand the awareness of tourists and instill a more supple sense of wonder.**Insights into Hawaii: If you GoVan James' book is an Ancient Site of Oahu.The Hike Maui Company is in .
Oahu was the home of the Hawaiian monarchy, the birthplace of modern surfing and the great waves, the stage for the overthrow of the Hawaiian empire, and the tipping point that led to the United States' involvement in World War II. It's just a big highlight of Oahu's obvious past, offering a rich story for visitors who crave a deeper experience of this incredible
island. After taking control of the Hawaiian Islands to the east, the head of the Hawaiian island of Kamehameha invaded Oahu in 1795 with an army of thousands of people. The battle culminated in Nuuanu Pali, a 1,000-foot cliff where 800 soldiers were driven to their deaths by advancing Kamehameha soldiers. The Battle of Nuuanu was an important
turning point in the unification of the Hawaiian Islands, and Oahu played a central role in the united kingdom for the next century. When boomed in the late 19th century, plantation owners found themselves in the midst of labor shortages. Immigrants from Japan, Japan, Korea, Puerto Rico, Portugal, Russia, and the Philippines arrived to work on the
plantation. Intermingling of the plantation era's ethnicity is a source of Hawaii's multicultural population and, some studies have argued, a greater capacity for creativity and inter-cultural harmony. Step back in time to explore this basic period in Waipahu Plantation Village. You can even drive with the relics of those days, the old Waialua Sugar Mill smoke
stacks, on your way to the historic town of Haleiwa on the North Coast. Hawaii was also an early adopter of the technology. At the request of King Kalakaua, the renovation of Iolani Palace was completed in 1882 with the latest innovations. The official residence of the Hawaiian monarchy and the seat of government until the kingdom was overthrown in 1893,
the Palace was ahead of its time, with Hawaii's first electric lights, indoor plumbing and even a telephone - long before the White House or Buckingham Palace installed the facility. Hawaii's visitor industry began to grow in the early 1900s. In 1901, the Moana Hotel opened on the beach in Waikiki. Today, the Westin Moana Surfrider is hawaii's oldest resort
still in operation. Aloha Tower opened in 1926 on a jetty down to a sea ship carrying tourists before a jet trip; it is the tallest building in Hawaii for four decades. It is now a historic Honolulu landmark and home to an outdoor shopping and dining market. In 1927, the iconic Royal Hawaiian Hotel opened and was dubbed the Pink Palace. In the center of the
Pacific, Hawaii's strategic location put it in the middle of World War II. On December 7, 1941, the Japanese launched a surprise attack on Pearl Harbor on Oahu, killing 2,403 and injuring 1,178. The attack will settle the United States' entry into the war. Four years later, in 1945, the Japanese signed an unconditional surrender aboard the USS Missouri
Warship. Although the signing did not take place at Pearl Harbor, the ship is now part of the museum and memorial complex at Pearl Harbor, offering activities and tours to visitors from around the world. In 1959, Hawaii became the 50th state of the United States. Completed in 1969, the Hawaii State Capitol is located in Downtown Honolulu, behind Iolani
Palace. The Significant Oahu Heritage Site bishop's museum was founded in 1889, the Bishop Bernice Pauahi Museum is the main natural and cultural history institution in the Pacific region, which has more than 24 million cultural and natural treasures from Hawaii and Polynesia. Hanaiakamalama - Queen Emma's Summer Palace Queen Emma's summer
retreat, wife of King Kamehameha IV, Hanaiakamalama has a collection of the Queen's personal belongings and furniture. Pacific National Monument Cemetery The military history of the United States in Hawaii goes back to the late 1800s. Also Punchbowl for its location inside the crater, the National Memorial Cemetery of the Pacific was established in
1949 as the final resting place for those who served in the armed forces. Washington Place This historic house named for President George Washington was the center of a critical event that changed the course of Hawaii - it was the home and prison of Queen Liliuokalani, and later served as the residence of the governor of Hawaii Step inside the gates of
this ililined American Florentine-style palace to see the royal residences and relics of Hawaiian kings.  MoreReflect on that date will live in ugliness at the site where Japanese airstrikes plunged the US into World War II.   Other
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